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choice and definition of the topic, originality x

degree of fulfilment of the goal of the thesis x

logical structure of the thesis x

work with literature, use of citation standard x

work editing (text, graphs, pictures, tables) x

stylistic level of the text x

3. Evaluating criteria of the theoretical part of the thesis: excellent very good good unsatisfactory

analysis and interpretation of literary review x

application of bibliography results for connection to the experimental part x

4. Evaluating criteria of the special part of the thesis: excellent very good good unsatisfactory

hypotheses - relevance and quality of their definition x

research set - adequacy of selection x
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statistical processing and data analysis x
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The specification between dynamic and static stability or static and dynamic balance is not well defined in all the hypothesis neither in the 

theoretical part. The research question is not designed as a question. 

The study includes 40 participants randomly selected into experimental and control group, that's why the set is well designed.

DCP - dynamic computer analysis is one of the actual method describing dynamic postural control. The chosen protocols, specifically SOT, LOS 

and MCT were well selected. I miss the information of the subjective examination of the joint play in the ankle joint - I would appreciate the 

information of the barrier and joint play of probands.

Figure 16 and 17 - does not have the information of references. Figure 18  - from the name of the figure and the heading is not capable, what 

the figure exactly shows. Table 10 - the information of the described data is missing. Table 13 - the explanation of the results in table is 

missing. From the text is not clear what the SOM, VIS and VEST ratios means. The concrete explanation of the meaning of the result is 

missing. From the text is not clear haw the author had obtained the values - if he uses the mean values or not. If yes, than the standard 

deviation of values would also describe the character od data

The used methods are well designed for comparing the results difference. The statistical analysis by the two sample t-test were used to 

evaluate the significant difference of <0.05 P-value.

The aim of the thesis was to evaluate the effect of the manual joint mobilisation of the ankle and foot on the selected factors given form the 

NeuroCom Smart EquiTest System evaluating the dynamic balance
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All the hypothesis are discussed in this part of the thesis within the aspect of the correct researches.

The author of the thesis is able to conclude the final results and also the limitations of the work.

Despite the objections mentioned above, the work meets the demands of the master thesis. Questions to the defence: The figure 5 shows the 

details about the examined parameters, why you have not examined the MXE also to  RT and BW direction? Please, clarify what stability - 

dynamic or static was improved after one-time passive joint mobilization of ankle according to Lewit? Which exact techniques, its repetition 

you have used? Have you did the mobilisation on joints without lacking the joint play? 

I can not fully declare that all referenced sources are properly cited or paraphrased in the thesis. The resources of some figures are not 

correct. There is no evidence of any electronic resources in the thesis.

very good (according the defence)


